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The Marianas Legislature has approved a measure which since thewould create a Constitutional Convention for the future nated fro
"' "i_;;+''+-;4,+. , w+r.. ..,_ + ,_,.",+.'_',_:_ _-'_,,_+'_ Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands.

.'_?._!,,__7_'._.'._'_ The measure, if signed, into law, will create a convention "And wh
.... :.._+_! of 39 delegates to meet for fifty days, It will cost the "I foun

I .......... _..... taxpayers $30.00 per day for each delegate, plus per-diem, triates a

travel and other expenses, terminate

The 39 delegates will draft a Constitution subservient manage to

........ to the U. S. Constitution and the Marianas Covenant. Fur- TT headqu
• + . thermore, the task is not that difficult since the Coven- "Who ar

....'- "_______............. ant outlines about two-thirds of what should be included in yees?", I
&,,_._._<_>_:._,_..-_-.r.-._..the Constitution.
•,+_.._ ,,,_._,_._;_._?_...._ "Well,
,..,+>:......._.,'<e_+,,_.;_,_ For instance, a Legislature source said there is already

a proposed written Constitution (ready-made) for the Mari- ina_ed,I'

I anas now bein_ studied by a prestigious Washington Law naming na
firm. Saipanese

From a more critical perspective, if you combine the said, "le

i fifty-days for each of the 39 delegates, you will come up concluded, with 1,950 actual working days (5 years and 4 months). -And
at $30,00 per delegate, it will cogt us $58,500 for their
actual working days not to mention other expenses which al-

together could run as high as $75,000 or more.

I' ........._ !, In other words, to draft one-third of a Constitution and

rewrite the other two-thirds out of the Covenant, it will

take one individual person about 1,950 days to complete it

, at the cost of $75,000; which would be followed by a refer-

endum for purposes of ratification.

+< How about retaining three local lawyers or constitutional

lawyers to draft about a dozen constitutions? It would not
_r

:+;._ ._-__:._. +._ only take less time, but less expense too and such would
",,'_<'_._2,_,_;_,++_' afford the ,people here to study, select and ratify a con-

' /"'_ stitution they see fit, Doesn't this make more sense?
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